Sapele

When considering Sapele, keep in mind that this veneer is not sequentially matched, which means that every door and drawer front is likely to have different color and grain patterns. Cabinets with many doors and drawer fronts may end up with a “patchwork” appearance of colors, grain patterns and ribboning.

Light-sensitive Sapele will darken with age; this will be accelerated with exposure to sunlight.

The wide range of natural grain patterns and color variations found in Sapele will be quite visible in base cabinets, where a number of doors and drawers are adjacent to each other.

Beautiful, exotic Sapele is an African hardwood similar to— and often used in place of—Mahogany. Sapele features a fine textured, interlocking grain that frequently changes direction.

Our Sapele is “quarter sawn” at the mill, a process that creates a ribbon or stripe effect, almost as if the wood glows with an internal light. As you move around a room full of Sapele, you will notice that the grain pattern and color seem to shift with the changing light—a very striking effect!

Canyon Creek offers framed and full access premium cabinet lines; a value frameless line and Closets Plus for all of your storage needs.

Our standard design options and custom capabilities provide the flexibility to design within any budget. You can order it all with fixed lead times of as little as four weeks...

Canyon Creek Cabinet Company
16726 Tye St SE
Monroe, WA 98272
P: 800-228-1830
F: 800-787-0131
www.canyoncreek.com